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Scottish Winter 2002.. 2003

T he winter of 2003 will not be remembered as one of the great Scottish
winter seasons. Although there was early snow in October, and it was

consistently cold from November onwards, the season was too dry for
consistently good winter climbing. The West in particular suffered from a
real lack of snow and at the beginning of January, Number Four Gully on
the Ben was just bare scree. Inevitably, the lean conditions significantly
reduced new route activity. Although there was a respectable number of
new climbs, many were variations or very short routes. There were some
good additions nevertheless, and this report summarises a selection of the
significant new routes.

Some of the most rewarding new climbs were those that follow natural
watercourses and drainage lines. Andy Nisbet was most adept at combining
his encyclopaedic knowledge of the HigWands with an accurate assessment
of the best type of climbing on offer. In January he visited Foinaven with
Dave McGimpsey and climbed Moss GhylI (IV,S), an impressive frozen
stream bed in Lower Corrie Lice, and a line he had first spotted in the late
1970s. They soloed the first three pitches, and then roped up for an imposing
barrier icefall. Fortunately, wind had made the ice form in a contorted
structure that allowed the pitch to be climbed with relative ease giving access
to easier ice above. Nisbet and McGimpsey were also responsible for the
other major addition in the North-west when they climbed Bunch of Fives,
a 300m-high ice smear on Ben Mor Coigach in the company of Erik
Brunskill and Malcolm Bass. This fme discovery lies just left of Consolation
Gully on the north face and gave an excellent Grade V outing. Further
south, Andy Nisbet visited Stob Poite Coire Ardair just east of Creag
Meagaidh and soloed two icefalls he had noted several years ago. Mer de
Glace and La Rive Gauche are both fine Grade III climbs and the first recorded
routes in the corrie.

Creag Meagaidh itself came into good condition in February after one
of the heaviest snowfalls of the winter. The gullies on the Post Face saw
many ascents, and Kevin Neal and lain Rudkin made a good addition to
the left side of the face when they made the first ascent of The Lost Post
(VI,S), a fme two-pitch icefall just right of Post Haste. South of Loch Laggan,
CoIin Wells and Mary Twomey visited Coire nam Cnamh on Meall Garbh
where they found Merciless Mary (IV)), a two-pitch icefall to the right of
the main crag. Further west in Coire an Lochain on Aonach Mor, the lean
conditions exposed a considerable quantity of ice to the left of Easy Gully
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over an area that is normally banked up by snow. Gareth Hobson, Julia
Baron, Ed Hartley, Rachel Wilson and Tim Fairbrother took advantage of
the settled weather over the New Year period and climbed five Grade III
ice routes. These lines provided good ice climbing through the season, and
being less exposed to the late winter sun than the routes further right, they
proved popular until the end of the winter.

One of the finest ascents in the Cairngorms was the first winter ascent of
Tearaway (I1I/IV) on Glaucous Buttress in Coire an Dubh Lochan on Beinn
a'Bhuird by Alex Runciman and partner. This buttress often ices up well
early in the season, and it is somewhat surprising that this classic VS line
had remained untouched in winter conditions for so long. In the centre of
the massif, Steve Helmore and Keith Milne visited Creagan a'Choire
Etchachan where they climbed Infidelity (V,6), a series of steep, blocky
corners cutting through the upper right-hand side of the crag near the
summer route Stanley. Dave McGimpsey and Andy Nisbet had a wild day
in Coire Bhrochain on Braeriach when they made the first ascent of Bell's
Direct Route on the Black Pinnacle. A blizzard, ferocious winds and limited
daylight made this a particularly hard-fought V,6. Further south on Creag
an Dubh Loch, Guy Robertson and Tom Rankin climbed Snakes and Ladders
(V,7) on the buttress to the right of Sabre Cut, and Chris Cartwright and
Simon Richardson polished off Bonanza (V,7), one of the last remaining
lines on the North-West Face of The Stuic. The most interesting Cairngorm
climb was the first ascent of Where Eagles Dare (V,S) by Neil Batchelor and
Fiona Watt. The route follows a frozen watercourse with a steep icicle
crux and is the first recorded climb on the cliffs at the head of the Canness
Burn in Glen Isla.

The North-west suffered from limited snowfall throughout the season,
which severely limited exploratory activity. The most difficult new route
was climbed by Guy Robertson, Matt Halls and Phillip Ebert on the remote
Maoile Lunndaidh to the south of Glen Carron. Hellfire and Bn'mstone (VII, 7)
takes a very steep direct line over an overhang up the buttress climbed by
Spiral Search. Robertson returned a few weeks later with his brother Peter
to climb FE Gully (IV) on the left side of the buttress, and The Shiner (Ill),
an icy scoop on the right. In Garbh Choire Mar of An Coileachan in the
Fannaichs, Andy Nisbet and Dave McGimpsey took advantage of a heavy
fall of snow in January to make the first ascent of Triffid (VI, 7) a steep line
up the right side of the steep buttress climbed by Venus Fly Trap. The same
pair also visited Coire Ruadh-Staca on Beinn Eighe and made the first
winter ascent of the short but good groove-line of Smilodon (IV,S) on the
right side of the crag. Dave Broadhead and John Mackenzie added several
new climbs to the Strathfarrar crags including Sleeping Beauty (IV,S), a good
route to the right of Red Campion on Sgurr na Fearstaig.

Andy Nisbet and Jonathan Preston took advantage of early snowfall on
Ben Nevis when they made the first winter ascent of Spartacus (VI,7) on
South Trident Buttress. This makes a fine companion to The Slab Climb
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climbed by the same team at a similar grade two winters before.Chris
Cartwright and Simon Richardson made a couple of successful early season
visits to Coire na Ciste. Pinncer (IV,4) takes the unclimbed north ridge of
Pinnacle Buttress starting a little way up Broad Gully. Four varied pitches
with a final squeeze chimney led to the summit of The Pinnacle leaving
the pair rather surprised why such an obvious feature had been overlooked
for so long. Further right they climbed the prominent fault-line on the front
face of Goodeve's Buttress to the right of Goodytwoshoes. The Borg Collective
(V,6) was a surprisingly amenable climb with a chockstone runner whenever
the going got steep. The following day they climbed The Great Circle (VI, 7)
on Comb Gully Buttress. This left-curving line takes the wall left of Clough's
Chimney before climbing an awkward offwidth and finishing up the tower
left of Comb Gully Buttress.

Andy Nisbet and McGimpsey continued their development of Stab Coire
an Laoigh in the Grey Carries with Black Widow (V,6), the deep groove
right of Spider Man, and Tarantula.(V,6), the crack-line to its right. They
also climbed Sloppy Suzie (V,S), the left-hand groove in the face right of
Loopy Louie, Sleeping Dog (IV,S), the upper of two faults on the right wall of
Central Gully, and Hoverfly (VI, 7), a wild line with a very exposed traverse
along the lip of a big roof right of Taliballan. They also teamed up with
Brian Davison to climb Cobra Corner (VI,6), the huge roofed gully right of
Calf Buttress. Erik Brunskill and Dafydd Morris visited the cliff after the
first prolonged cold spell in November when the crag was thick with rime.
They headed straight for the impressive crack-line on the left side of Calf
buttress and climbed MooMoo (V,7) which turned out to be sensational 
incredibly steep but higWy amenable, and with very good protection. Their
second new route, Cameron's Cooz (V,6), which takes the unlikely looking
cracked wall just left of MooMoo epitomises the climbing on the cliff with
hook after hook and big blobs of turf where required. James Edwards and
Gareth Hughes made a productive visit to the crag in January and came
away with a good haul of routes included Laughing Cow (V,6) the fault about
lOm left of MooMoo, Choc-a-Block (VI,6), the first fault line on the left-hand
wall of Central Gully and The Epithany (V,6), the easiest line in the middle
of a bay at the right end of the leftmost buttress. A week later, Edwards was
back with James Thacker to add The Alternate (IV,S), the fault to the right of
The Epithany and Chaf Direct (IV,6) to the right of Choc-a-Block.

Further east, lain Small could not resist the diagram of Ben Alder's Garbh
Coire Beag in the new Ben Nevis guide that shows a prominent unclimbed
gully up the centre of the cliff. The resulting climb was a fine Grade III
named McCook's Gully. The finest addition in Glen Coe was Long Chimney
Direct (Vll,6) on Cunieform Buttress on Buachaille Etive Mar by Erik
Brunskill and Stuart McFarlane. This is a sustained and direct version of
Long Chimney, stepping right from groove to groove with a serious traverse
to reach hanging flakes to finish. Over on Bishop's Buttress of Bidean, Blair
Fyffe and Dave Hollinger made the first winter ascent of Ambush (VI, 7)
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- a route that packed a fair punch into its 70 metres. Further south there
were some good additions to the Bridge of Orchy crags. Dave MacLeod
and Dave Redpath visited Creag Coire an Dothaidh and found a line left of
Beelzebub to give CoolRiders (lV,S), and Eddie McHutchison, Chris McDaid
and Raymond Wallace climbed Off the Beaten Track (Ill/IV) on Beinn
Udhlaidh, which takes a good line up ice right of Ramshead Gully. Andy
Clarke and Mark Garthwaite visited the North Peak of The Cobbler where
they made the first winter ascent of Cat Crawl (VI, 7) the obvious fault left
of Direct Direct.

Over in Coire an Lochain on Aonach Mor, Cartwright and Richardson
put a long-standing problem to bed with the first ascent of Jaws (VIl,6), the
well-defined buttress between White Shark and Tinsel Town. Further left,
Jose Bermudez and M Gray found Is This the Way to St Louis? (IV,4) , the icy
groove left of Back Street Boogie, and David Brown and Fiona Murray climbed
a new Left-Hand Finish (Ill) to Spider Rib, which provides a longer and more
interesting continuation to the original route. Nearby on the west face of
Aonach Beag, Alan Kimber, Tony Coar and Peter Foulkes found Snake
Charmer (Il/IIl), a good mixed route on the right side of Broken Axe
Buttress.

The vast east face of Aonach Beag saw one of the most interesting ascents
of the season when Andy Nisbet and Dave McGimpsey climbed a long
Grade Il ridge-line to the left of the classic North-east Ridge. Remarkably,
this led to an unrecorded Munro Top. Andy Nisbet explained later that the
'face is so huge that the easier upper section of the ridge contained a large
rounded summit with as much of a drop as some of the smaller Tops. Now
named Munro's Last Ridge, it might see lots of ascents from folk updating
their Tops. We'll have to get it in the next edition of the Munro's Tables!'.
Who said exploratory mountaineering in Scotland is dead?
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